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Abstract

Undersampling biases are common in the optimal stopping literature, especially for economic full choice problems. Among these kinds of number-based studies, the moments of the distribution of values that generates the options (i.e., the generating distribution) seem to influence participants’ sampling rate. However, a recent study reported an oversampling bias on a different kind of optimal stopping task: where participants chose potential romantic partners from images of faces (Furl et al., 2019). The authors hypothesised that this oversampling bias might be specific to mate choice. We preregistered this hypothesis and so, here, we test whether sampling rates across different image-based decision-making domains a) reflect different over- or undersampling biases, or b) depend on the moments of the generating distributions (as shown for economic number-based tasks). In two studies (N = 208 and N = 96), we found evidence against the preregistered hypothesis. Participants oversampled to the same degree across domains (compared to a Bayesian ideal observer model), while their sampling rates depended on the generating distribution mean and skewness in a similar way as number-based paradigms. Moreover, optimality model sampling to some extent depended on the skewness of the generating distribution in a similar way to participants. We conclude that oversampling is not instigated by the mate choice domain and that sampling rate in image-based paradigms, like number-based paradigms, depends on the generating distribution.
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1 Introduction

An optimal stopping problem can be defined as a situation in which a decision maker has to choose when to stop searching for more information and take a given action. For example, imagine an agent who has one week to find the best flat (apartment) at the best price, can visit one flat per day, and must accept or reject the flat at the visit. This is because, after leaving a visit, the flat is likely to be sold to someone else, so cannot be "recalled" by the agent once rejected. Optimal stopping problems have long held the fascination of scholars, particularly mathematicians, who were determined to prove that optimal solutions to these kinds of problems exist (for historical reviews, see Freeman, 1983; Ferguson, 1989).

Within this paper we focus on a specific and simple version of the so-called full information problem, where the actual values of the options are presented, the distributions that generate the option values (i.e., the generating distributions) are familiar to participants, there is no extrinsic cost-to-sample, there is no recall of rejected options, and decision outcomes provide a reward equal to their value (Gilbert & Mosteller, 1966; Lee, 2006; Guan et al., 2014; Shu, 2008; Abdelaziz & Krichen, 2006; Hill, 2009). For example, imagine our flat-hunting agent (like most informed shoppers) already possesses useful prior knowledge about the (normal) distribution of flat values on the market, incurs no extra travel or time costs to visit a new flat, learns the exact value of each flat (and not merely its relative rank) upon visiting it, and better valued-flats lead to a more rewarding outcomes (instead of merely the best-ranked flat being rewarding). These full information decision problems are solved computationally using a backwards induction algorithm, which predicts the values of future options based on a known distribution that generates the option values (Gilbert & Mosteller, 1966; Costa & Averbeck, 2015; Furl et al., 2019; Cardinale et al., 2021). These models of optimality are programmed by researchers with the mean and variance of the assumed-to-be-normal generating distribution (or the prior of this distribution), which the researchers assume the participants are using (Gilbert & Mosteller, 1966; Costa & Averbeck, 2015). Other types of optimal stopping problems exist that require somewhat different computational solutions, but those are outside the scope of this paper (e.g., Goldstein et al., 2020; Zwick et al., 2003; Van der Leer et al., 2015).

Previous research has found evidence that participants commonly undersample compared to optimality in our focus case of simple full information problems (Costa & Averbeck, 2015; Cardinale et al., 2021). Even further, this undersampling bias also been found in multiple closely-related optimal stopping problems that go beyond our focus, including the classic secretary task (Seale & Rapoport, 1997; Bearden et al., 2006), numerical optimal stopping tasks (Guan et al., 2014; Guan & Lee, 2018; Kahan et al., 1967; Shapira & Venezia, 1981), and even the beads task (Furl & Averbeck, 2011; Van der Leer et al., 2015; Hauser et al., 2017, 2018). In addition to undersampling biases, human sampling rates can be affected by other factors such as sequence length (Goldstein et al., 2020; Costa & Averbeck, 2015; Cardinale et al., 2021), cost-to-sample (Zwick et al., 2003; Costa & Averbeck, 2015), or the moments of the distribution that generates the option values (i.e., many high/low...
value options: Guan et al., 2014; Guan & Lee, 2018; Baumann et al., 2020; Guan et al., 2020). The latter factor - moments of the generating distribution - is a focus of the current paper.

However, a recent study reported an oversampling bias in a different decision-making domain within the same full information modelling framework. In a mate choice decision scenario, participants searched for the most attractive date from a series of faces (Furl et al., 2019). Furl et al. (2019) hypothesised that the oversampling bias on this non-economic, image-based task might be specific to the mate choice decision-making domain. Their hypothesis was based on behavioural ecology research which suggests that animals use high thresholds for mate choice (Ivy & Sakaluk, 2007; Backwell & Passmore, 1996; Milinski & Bakker, 1992). Furthermore, Furl et al. (2019) reported that a computational model that incorporated such a high-threshold bias best described participants’ sampling behaviour.

Here, we continue to examine influences on human sampling rate in image-based optimal stopping tasks with two main hypotheses. Furl et al. (2019) have found an oversampling bias in mate choice decisions, so firstly, we want to investigate if other naturalistic domains also lead to the same bias. The second hypothesis is based on previous studies of the number-based full information task which show that a more positively skewed generating distribution can increase sampling rate (Baumann et al., 2020). To date, this hypothesis has been tested in number-based domains only, and has yet to be tested in image-based domains. For the two purposes outlined above, we have chosen three image-based decision-making domains: faces (replication), food, and holiday destinations.

2 Materials and methods

We conducted two studies aimed at convergent results; one online (Study 1) and one in a classroom setting (Study 2). The data analysis plan for our online study was preregistered before data collection, and is openly available on the AsPredicted pre-registration website.¹ Our classroom study was not separately pre-registered but followed the same data analysis protocol as pre-registered for Study 1. Methods for Study 1 and Study 2 were nearly identical, as outlined below.

2.1 Study 1

2.1.1 Participants

For our first study, 225 participants were recruited through the online recruitment service Prolific (Prolific, 2014). Two participant prerequisites were set, the first being age (between 18 and 35), as this roughly matched the age range of the faces shown in the study. The second prerequisite was nationality (either United Kingdom (UK), Ireland, United States (US), Canada, Australia, or New Zealand), which was set under the assumption that participants

¹https://aspredicted.org/sr5fv.pdf
with these nationalities would have a good command of the English language, and would therefore be able to understand the instructions and the informed consent form. Each participant was randomly assigned to one of three conditions ($N = 75$ each), with each condition corresponding to a different decision domain. Participants received a flat fee as compensation for completing the study, with the entire study lasting about 15 minutes.

### 2.1.2 Paradigm

Gorilla Experiment Builder (Anwyl-Irvine et al., 2020) was used to create and host our studies. The paradigm for all three domains (faces, food and holiday destinations) was very similar, and inspired by the methods used across the three studies described in Furl et al. (2019). The paradigm consisted of two phases; a rating phase and a sequence phase (i.e., the optimal stopping task). Before commencing the study, participants in the faces domain were asked to choose whether they would like to rate (and date) males or females. Based on their answers, each was shown either male or female faces throughout the study.

For the faces domain, 90 faces were randomly selected from a larger set of 426 images, the same set used in Study 2 of Furl et al. (2019). The set of 90 food images was randomly selected from a larger set of 1314 images (Blechert et al., 2019). The image numbers corresponding to the food images that were used in this study can be found in the Supplementary Materials (Section S1). The set of holiday destination images was randomly selected from a royalty-free image database (www.shutterstock.com). Search terms that were used included, for example, ‘holiday destination’, ‘holiday’, ‘travel destination’, ‘travelling’, and ‘European city’. Stimulus dimensions of the three stimulus sets were kept as homogeneous as possible. For example, all images were cropped to the same size (1200 pixels) and the same shape (square). Other stimulus dimensions such as hue and saturation were not further controlled for, as differences can be expected both within and between domains.

In phase one of the study, participants rated 180 images in total (90 unique images, all rated twice) using a slider scale ranging from very unattractive (value 1) to very attractive (value 100). Consistent with previous studies of full information problems (Costa & Averbeck, 2015; Cardinale et al., 2021), the prior of the option-generating distribution was configured with the mean and variance of the generating distribution. In our case, as in Furl et al. (2019), this means the distribution of subjective values (attractiveness ratings). Using personalised ratings ensures that the likelihood of an image being chosen is not influenced by individual differences in attractiveness preferences (Furl et al., 2019), as the same prior distribution of values was available for learning to both agents, that is, the participants and the optimality model against which we compare the participants (see Section 2.4). Sliders were made invisible until first click to reduce slider biases (Matejka et al., 2016), and the slider’s current selected value was shown for increased precision. A progress bar was shown at the bottom of the screen to visualise participants’ progression. An attention check was included in phase one to compensate for the unsupervised nature of online data collection (see Supplementary Materials, Section S2). Final attractiveness ratings were computed.
from the mean of the two ratings, which previous work has found to be sufficient for
detecting oversampling on the facial attractiveness paradigm (Furl et al., 2019, Study 3) and
which shortened the duration of our study to suit online presentation. Internal consistency
between the two ratings, measured using Cronbach’s alpha, was acceptable (Taber, 2018),
confirming that participants were consistent in their ratings of images (female faces: $\alpha = 0.848$, male faces: $\alpha = 0.882$, food: $\alpha = 0.954$, holiday destinations: $\alpha = 0.926$).

In the second phase, participants were shown six sequences of eight images each, shown
one at a time. Images were randomly sampled from the entire distribution of images that
had been rated in phase one. Participants were instructed to attempt to choose the most
attractive option from the sequence that they could, with the restriction that they could not
return to a previously rejected option. The number of options remaining was shown at the
top of the screen, and the rejected options were shown at the bottom of the screen. When a
participant made a choice, they had to advance through a series of grey squares that replaced
the remaining images. This ensured that participants could not finish the experiment early
by choosing an early option. Adding grey squares does not alter participants’ sampling
behaviour: Furl et al. (2019) found the same results on the facial attractiveness paradigm
with the implementation of grey squares (Studies 2 and 3) and without (Study 1). The
entire study was self-paced - participants advanced by using their mouse to click on the
buttons on the screen. If the last option in the sequence was reached, that option became
their choice by default. After finishing a sequence, participants were directed to a feedback
displaying the participant’s chosen image, and the text: “Here is your [new date / next
meal / next holiday destination]! How rewarding is your choice?” Participants responded
to this question using a slider scale ranging from not rewarding (value 1) to very rewarding
(value 100). The feedback screen was included to provide feedback about the quality of the
participants’ choice by asking them to reflect upon its reward value before moving onto the
next sequence, and responses were not further analysed. Next, participants were directed to
a screen asking them: “Ready for the next sequence?” Participants responded by clicking
a button saying: “I’m ready!”.

The two key dependent variables of interest are the position of the chosen image in the
sequence (i.e., number of samples), and the rank of the chosen image (out of the images in
the sequence). Both variables are a mean value over six sequences for each participant.

### 2.2 Study 2

A second study was conducted in a laboratory setting to replicate the results of Study 1
(which was conducted online) and thus bolster our findings. Opportunity sampling was used
to recruit 96 participants during an Open Day at Royal Holloway, University of London.
This sample size was sufficiently large, as a power analysis based on the outcomes of Study
1 indicated that for Study 2, a total sample size of 70 participants was sufficient for 95% power. Participants were randomly allocated to one of three domains, with final numbers
being 32 in faces, 28 in food, and 36 in holiday destinations. Participants did not receive any monetary compensation for their participation.

2.3 Paradigm

Study 2 used a shortened, but otherwise identical version of the paradigm described in Section 2.1.2. The reason it was shortened was because of time constraints related to the recruitment format (during a University Open Day). As such, the two key differences between Study 2 and Study 1 are 1) participants in Study 2 rated every image only once, and 2) the attention check was removed in Study 2 as the study was conducted in a more controlled setting. The shortened version of the paradigm may introduce more noise in the data, which could reduce our ability to detect a result. Despite this, we found no differences in the results due to the shortened format.

2.4 Optimality model

Participants’ sampling behaviour was compared to a Bayesian ideal observer model (Costa & Averbeck, 2015), where performance is Bayesian optimal and the cost-to-sample parameter\(^2\) was fixed to zero. This model has previously been used by e.g., Costa & Averbeck (2015), Furl et al. (2019) and Cardinale et al. (2021), and is the same as the model of Gilbert & Mosteller (1966) in that both assume that options are sampled from a normal option generating distribution with known mean and variance, and both use a backwards induction algorithm to compute the value of sampling again, which is compared to the value of the current option. The Bayesian optimality model enhances the original Gilbert and Mosteller model by adding to it 1) a generating distribution that is initialised with a prior distribution which is then updated after each new sample using Bayes’ rule, 2) a cost-to-sample parameter (here set to zero), and 3) functionality for the researcher to apply any arbitrary reward function to the choice outcomes. Mathematically, the model is based on a discrete time Markov decision process with continuous states. Theoretically, at each position in the sequence, the optimality model computes the respective values for choosing the option and declining the option, and chooses the one with the highest value. To calculate the value of either taking or declining an option in a sequence the model computes the action value \(Q\) as:

\[
Q_t(s_t, a = \text{take}) = r_t(s_t, a) \\
Q_t(s_t, a = \text{decline}) = \int_s p_t(j \mid s_t, a) u_{t+1}(j) \, dj.
\]

\(^2\)The cost-to-sample parameter can be set to represent an extrinsic (monetary) cost to sampling (Costa & Averbeck, 2015). Since our studies did not include such an extrinsic cost, this parameter was fixed to zero.
The key computations for the optimality model, as seen in equation 1, are utility (equation 2) and reward values (equation 3). The model uses backwards induction to derive utilities that could result from further sampling (equation 4).

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_t(s_t) &= \max_{a \in A_{s_t}} \left\{ r_t(s_t, a) + \int p_t(j \mid s_t, a) u_{t+1}(j) \, dj \right\} \\
    r_t(s_t, a = \text{accept}) &= \sum_{i=1}^{N} p(\text{rank} = i) \ast R(i + (h - 1)) \\
    r_t(s_t, a = \text{decline}) &= C_s
\end{align*}
\]

The utility \( u \) of the state \( s \) at sample \( t \) is the value of the best action \( a \), which depends on reward value \( r \), the cost-to-sample \( C_s \), and the probabilities of outcomes \( j \) of subsequent states, weighted by their utilities. \( i \) represents each option in a sequence.

Our optimality model adds to the Gilbert and Mosteller model a function \( R \), which maps the rank of each option to the amount of reward gained when choosing an option of that rank. We assumed that participants followed our instructions and tried to choose the option with the highest subjective value possible. The corresponding model, if it followed these instructions, would therefore gain a reward commensurate with the subjective value (rating) of the chosen option. That is, we assigned to \( R(1) \) the rating of the highest ranked option, \( R(2) \) the rating of the second highest ranked item, and so on. This reward function resembles the classic Gilbert and Mosteller model, which also attempts to maximise the option value of its choices. \( h \) represents the relative rank of the current option. When considering final sequence position \( N \), the model computes final utilities as:

\[
    u_N(s_N) = r(s_N) \text{ for all } s_N \in N,
\]

and working backwards from \( N \), we use equation 2 to compute utilities at every sequence position \( t \).

The value for declining an option can be considered the choice threshold, as no option is chosen unless the value for choosing an option exceeds the value for declining an option. The choice threshold is dynamic, and can change depending on the position in the sequence. The model received as input for each participant the values of the sequence options as presented to the participant in phase two, with each sequence value comprising the participant’s individual rating of the option. To approximate normality, ratings were log transformed. Input and parameter settings for the optimality model described here apply to all analyses in this paper.

### 2.5 Data analysis

The comparison of participants’ sampling behaviour to the optimality model was done using MATLAB version 2015b (MATLAB, 2015). Statistical tests were performed using RStudio.
For all analyses, a *p* value of < .05 was considered significant. Additionally, to allow evidence for the null hypothesis to be quantified, we show the Bayes factors for mean number of samples and mean rank as well. Bayesian t-tests were calculated using the BayesFactor package (Morey & Rouder, 2018), within the R environment. We follow guidelines provided by Lee & Wagenmakers (2013) and Wagenmakers et al. (2018) to interpret Bayes factors, with BF\(_{10} > 100\) being interpreted as extreme or decisive evidence for the alternative hypothesis, and BF\(_{10} < .01\) indicating evidence in favour of the null model (no differences between means).

### 3 Results

#### 3.1 Study 1

After the removal of any outliers (see Supplementary Materials, Section S2.1), the final number of participants in each domain was 68 for faces, 72 for food, and 68 for holiday destinations (for demographic statistics, see Table S1 in the Supplementary Materials). In the facial attractiveness domain, the majority of participants chose to rate faces of the opposite sex (89.7%).

Because we were interested in testing the hypothesis proposed by Furl et al. (2019) that oversampling bias is specific to the mate choice domain, we pre-registered the hypothesis that there would be a significant domain by agent interaction. We therefore implemented a 3x2 factorial ANOVA to compare the differential effects of our two agents (participants and model) across the three domains. We found that the domain by agent interactions for the mean number of samples and the mean rank of the chosen option did not reach significance (Table 1), so there was no evidence of a difference in sampling bias between domains. This is confirmed by the Bayes factor analysis, which showed that there was no evidence that the full model (domain + agent + domain by agent) was better than just the domain + agent model (BF\(_{10} = 0.260\)). In fact, there was extreme evidence for the domain + agent model (BF > 100). This Bayesian analysis, therefore, provides positive evidence for the absence of our pre-registered domain by agent interaction.

Because the domain by agent interaction effect was not observed, this meant that, on average, the sampling rates of the two agents (participants and model) varied in the same way across domains. Indeed, when looking at sampling biases, we found evidence that despite variations in sampling rate for both agents across the domains (Figure 1), participants oversampled in each of our three domains when tested separately (Table 2), and achieved lower ranks than the optimality model (Figure 2, Table 2). Bayes factor t-tests supported this finding, showing extreme evidence for a difference between participants and the optimality model for the mean number of samples as well as the mean rank for each of the three domains (Table 3). Collapsing over agents, agents on average sampled more and achieved higher ranks in the faces domain than in either of the other two domains. Furthermore,
T able 1: 3x2 factorial ANOVA describing the main effects and interaction effects for the mean number of samples and the mean rank of the chosen option, in both Study 1 and Study 2. Degrees of freedom is abbreviated as df.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>df</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of samples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>(1, 406)</td>
<td>240.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>(2, 406)</td>
<td>46.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent*Domain</td>
<td>(2, 406)</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>(1, 408)</td>
<td>232.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>(2, 408)</td>
<td>7.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent*Domain</td>
<td>(2, 408)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

agents on average sampled more in the food domain than in the holiday destinations domain (Table 4).

T able 2: Post hoc Friedman’s tests (Bonferroni corrected for the three domains) to test for differences between agents in each individual domain, in both Study 1 and Study 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of samples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holidays</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holidays</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>.304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also tested for the effect of self-reported participant sex on the two dependent variables, mean number of samples and mean rank of the chosen option, but did not find significant results (F(1, 73) = 1.279, p = .262 and F(1, 73) = 1.814, p = .182, respectively).

3.2 Study 2

Removed outliers and demographic statistics for Study 2 can be found in the Supplementary Materials (Section S2.2 and Table S2). In the facial attractiveness domain, 78.1% of
Figure 1: Box plots and raw jittered data points for the mean number of samples for participants versus the optimality model, grouped by domain. The red dots represent the mean, horizontal black lines represent the median, boxes show the 25% and 75% quantiles, and the whiskers represent the 95% confidence intervals.

Table 3: Bayes factor (BF10) describing the difference between agents for the mean number of samples and the mean rank of the chosen option, for each of the three domains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of samples</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces</td>
<td>BF &gt; 100</td>
<td>BF &gt; 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>BF &gt; 100</td>
<td>BF &gt; 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holidays</td>
<td>BF &gt; 100</td>
<td>BF &gt; 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rank</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces</td>
<td>BF &gt; 100</td>
<td>BF &gt; 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>BF &gt; 100</td>
<td>0.460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holidays</td>
<td>BF &gt; 100</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
participants chose to rate faces of the opposite sex.

Unlike Study 1, Study 2 achieved a significant interaction between agent and domain for both the mean number of samples and the mean rank of the chosen image (Table 1). Upon visual inspection of Figure 1, we hypothesised that these interactions arose as a result of the magnitude of the oversampling bias varying per condition. That is, the difference between the mean sampling rate of participants and the model is 2.16 options in the face condition, 1.82 options in the food condition, and 2.99 options in the holiday destinations condition. The difference between agents is significant in all conditions (see post hoc results in Table 2). The fact that we found that participants varied in sampling rate from domain to domain is in line with our findings of Study 1. Nevertheless, oversampling is generally maintained because the model most of the time adjusts from domain to domain the same as participants. Indeed, we found evidence that participants oversampled relative to the optimality model in each of our three domains (Tables 2 and 3). Collapsing over agents, agents on average sampled more in the faces domain than in the other two domains. Furthermore, agents on
Table 4: Post hoc pairwise t-tests describing the main effects of domain (averaged over agents) on the mean number of samples and the mean rank of the chosen option, in both Study 1 and Study 2. p values are corrected using Fisher’s Least Significant Differences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faces</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of samples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holidays</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holidays</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.394</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

average sampled more in the holiday destinations domain than in the food domain (Figure 1, Table 4). We did not find any significant differences in the mean rank between the three domains (Figure 2, Table 4). For the food and holiday destinations domains, this was confirmed by the Bayes factor analysis as shown in Table 3.

4 Generating distribution moments can predict the number of samples

The results of our two studies provide convergent evidence that participants oversample across all three domains, indicating that qualitatively different biases do not explain sampling rates in different domains, as we pre-registered. However, there remains residual variability in sampling rates from one domain to the next. Here, in an exploratory analysis, we test a reason that sampling rates might vary across different domains: The generating distributions of those domains might have different shapes. We remind the reader that, during an initial phase of the study, participants rated a large set of images taken from the relevant domain. For example, in the face domain, participants rated faces for attractiveness. The distributions of these ratings we refer to as generating distributions, because we randomly sampled a subset of the option values from these distributions to populate (i.e., generate) the option values, about which participants made optimal stopping decisions in the second phase. Participants, therefore, were able to learn about each domain’s generating distribution before engaging in any sampling. Moreover, our optimality model uses an explicit representation of the generating distribution when making decisions, and we used the mean and variance of the ratings from the first phase to initialise this distribution. Therefore, consistent with
the full information nature of the problem we consider here, both the participants and the optimality model could use information about the distribution that generates the option values to guide their decisions. It remains possible that domain-specific variation in the shape of the generating distribution might explain variation in sampling rate across these different image-based domains, as it does for economic number-based tasks (Baumann et al., 2020; Guan & Lee, 2018). We extend this approach to the new domains faces, foods and holidays and ask whether the shapes of the generating distributions for these different domains could lead to different sampling rates for the optimality model and for the participants. Here, we quantified the shapes of the empirical generating distributions obtained from the phase 1 ratings in the four domains by computing their first four moments: mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis.

Figure 3 shows the kernel densities of these generating distributions in Study 1 and Study 2 (taken from the ratings in the initial phase of the study). It should be noted that within the facial attractiveness domain, there were essentially two sub-domains of mutually exclusive images, which were rated by mutually exclusive groups of participants: male and female faces. Because it transpired that these face categories had generating distributions with distinct profiles of moment values, we treat male and female faces as separate domains for the purpose of our analysis of moments. Visual inspection of the density plots potentially suggests marked differences among the four domains in the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis of the distributions of attractiveness ratings. For example, both studies show a pattern where facial attractiveness ratings appear to have lower means and to be more positively skewed. By contrast, the food domain appears to have a higher mean and is less positively skewed. Both studies appear to show the same pattern of distribution shapes, indicating that these distributions are not entirely idiosyncratic from participant to participant, but systematically vary on average over participants too. Additionally, Figure 3 shows that our manipulation of the stimulus domain is effectively also an experimental manipulation of the shape of the generating distribution.

First, we plotted for each participant the mean (Figure 4a), variance (Figure 4b), skewness (Figure 4c), and kurtosis (Figure 4d) of their generating distribution. Parallel independent findings were obtained for both Study 1 and Study 2. Participants and data points that were identified as outliers (see Sections S2.1 and S2.2 in the Supplementary Materials) remained excluded from the analysis. Additionally, we observed two extreme outliers for kurtosis (65.19 and 26.66), so these two participants were removed from the analysis as well (one in faces and one in holiday destinations). From Figure 4 we can observe that the domains male, female, food, and holiday destinations have robustly increasing mean values and decreasing skewness values, consistent with our visual interpretation of the densities in Figure 3.

Next, we tested whether generating distribution moments had the same or different effects on sampling rates for the optimality model and for participants. We drew our predictions from previous research on participants in economic number-based tasks (Guan et al., 2020; Guan & Lee, 2018). We extend this approach to the new domains faces, foods and holidays and ask whether the shapes of the generating distributions for these different domains could lead to different sampling rates for the optimality model and for the participants. Here, we quantified the shapes of the empirical generating distributions obtained from the phase 1 ratings in the four domains by computing their first four moments: mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis.

Figure 3 shows the kernel densities of these generating distributions in Study 1 and Study 2 (taken from the ratings in the initial phase of the study). It should be noted that within the facial attractiveness domain, there were essentially two sub-domains of mutually exclusive images, which were rated by mutually exclusive groups of participants: male and female faces. Because it transpired that these face categories had generating distributions with distinct profiles of moment values, we treat male and female faces as separate domains for the purpose of our analysis of moments. Visual inspection of the density plots potentially suggests marked differences among the four domains in the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis of the distributions of attractiveness ratings. For example, both studies show a pattern where facial attractiveness ratings appear to have lower means and to be more positively skewed. By contrast, the food domain appears to have a higher mean and is less positively skewed. Both studies appear to show the same pattern of distribution shapes, indicating that these distributions are not entirely idiosyncratic from participant to participant, but systematically vary on average over participants too. Additionally, Figure 3 shows that our manipulation of the stimulus domain is effectively also an experimental manipulation of the shape of the generating distribution.

First, we plotted for each participant the mean (Figure 4a), variance (Figure 4b), skewness (Figure 4c), and kurtosis (Figure 4d) of their generating distribution. Parallel independent findings were obtained for both Study 1 and Study 2. Participants and data points that were identified as outliers (see Sections S2.1 and S2.2 in the Supplementary Materials) remained excluded from the analysis. Additionally, we observed two extreme outliers for kurtosis (65.19 and 26.66), so these two participants were removed from the analysis as well (one in faces and one in holiday destinations). From Figure 4 we can observe that the domains male, female, food, and holiday destinations have robustly increasing mean values and decreasing skewness values, consistent with our visual interpretation of the densities in Figure 3.

Next, we tested whether generating distribution moments had the same or different effects on sampling rates for the optimality model and for participants. We drew our predictions from previous research on participants in economic number-based tasks (Guan et al., 2020; Guan & Lee, 2018). We extend this approach to the new domains faces, foods and holidays and ask whether the shapes of the generating distributions for these different domains could lead to different sampling rates for the optimality model and for the participants. Here, we quantified the shapes of the empirical generating distributions obtained from the phase 1 ratings in the four domains by computing their first four moments: mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis.

Figure 3 shows the kernel densities of these generating distributions in Study 1 and Study 2 (taken from the ratings in the initial phase of the study). It should be noted that within the facial attractiveness domain, there were essentially two sub-domains of mutually exclusive images, which were rated by mutually exclusive groups of participants: male and female faces. Because it transpired that these face categories had generating distributions with distinct profiles of moment values, we treat male and female faces as separate domains for the purpose of our analysis of moments. Visual inspection of the density plots potentially suggests marked differences among the four domains in the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis of the distributions of attractiveness ratings. For example, both studies show a pattern where facial attractiveness ratings appear to have lower means and to be more positively skewed. By contrast, the food domain appears to have a higher mean and is less positively skewed. Both studies appear to show the same pattern of distribution shapes, indicating that these distributions are not entirely idiosyncratic from participant to participant, but systematically vary on average over participants too. Additionally, Figure 3 shows that our manipulation of the stimulus domain is effectively also an experimental manipulation of the shape of the generating distribution.

First, we plotted for each participant the mean (Figure 4a), variance (Figure 4b), skewness (Figure 4c), and kurtosis (Figure 4d) of their generating distribution. Parallel independent findings were obtained for both Study 1 and Study 2. Participants and data points that were identified as outliers (see Sections S2.1 and S2.2 in the Supplementary Materials) remained excluded from the analysis. Additionally, we observed two extreme outliers for kurtosis (65.19 and 26.66), so these two participants were removed from the analysis as well (one in faces and one in holiday destinations). From Figure 4 we can observe that the domains male, female, food, and holiday destinations have robustly increasing mean values and decreasing skewness values, consistent with our visual interpretation of the densities in Figure 3.

Next, we tested whether generating distribution moments had the same or different effects on sampling rates for the optimality model and for participants. We drew our predictions from previous research on participants in economic number-based tasks (Guan et al., 2020; Guan & Lee, 2018). We extend this approach to the new domains faces, foods and holidays and ask whether the shapes of the generating distributions for these different domains could lead to different sampling rates for the optimality model and for the participants. Here, we quantified the shapes of the empirical generating distributions obtained from the phase 1 ratings in the four domains by computing their first four moments: mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis.

Figure 3 shows the kernel densities of these generating distributions in Study 1 and Study 2 (taken from the ratings in the initial phase of the study). It should be noted that within the facial attractiveness domain, there were essentially two sub-domains of mutually exclusive images, which were rated by mutually exclusive groups of participants: male and female faces. Because it transpired that these face categories had generating distributions with distinct profiles of moment values, we treat male and female faces as separate domains for the purpose of our analysis of moments. Visual inspection of the density plots potentially suggests marked differences among the four domains in the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis of the distributions of attractiveness ratings. For example, both studies show a pattern where facial attractiveness ratings appear to have lower means and to be more positively skewed. By contrast, the food domain appears to have a higher mean and is less positively skewed. Both studies appear to show the same pattern of distribution shapes, indicating that these distributions are not entirely idiosyncratic from participant to participant, but systematically vary on average over participants too. Additionally, Figure 3 shows that our manipulation of the stimulus domain is effectively also an experimental manipulation of the shape of the generating distribution.
Density plots for both Study 1 and Study 2 visualising the generating distribution of option values for each domain, with male and female faces plotted separately.

Generating distribution moments plotted for each of the four domains male faces (purple), female faces (cyan), food (green), and holiday destinations (red), for Study 1 and Study 2. Black horizontal lines denote significant differences between domains at $p < .05$ Bonferroni-corrected for all pairs. Two outliers (kurtosis of $> 25$) were removed prior to analysis.

& Lee (2018), Baumann et al. (2020), which show greater sampling for more positively skewed (i.e., scarce) environments. We tested this hypothesis using single predictor linear regression models, each using values from one of the moments as the explanatory variable.
and either optimality model or participant sampling rate as the dependent variable. (Figure 5). We note that there was multicollinearity between the mean and skewness values of the distributions in both Study 1 (VIF = 3.56 and VIF = 3.83 respectively, \( r = -0.84 \)) and Study 2 (VIF = 7.84 and VIF = 9.72 respectively, \( r = -0.92 \)). This means that it is impossible to untangle empirically whether mean and skewness have separate effects on sampling rates. However, as multicollinearity does not affect the predictions, precision of the predictions, and the goodness-of-fit statistics, we continued with a single predictor regression analysis as detailed below. Reported \( p \) values should be interpreted with caution.

**Figure 5:** Scatterplots of generating distribution moments and the mean number of samples for each participant, for Study 1 and Study 2, separated by domain: male faces (purple), female faces (cyan), food (green), and holiday destinations (red). The black line is the regression line.
Scatterplots relating moment values to optimality model sampling rates are shown in Figure 6 and corresponding regression statistics are shown in Table 5. The results were consistent across Studies 1 and 2: Variability in each of the four moments explains optimality model sampling rates, with increased mean and variance reducing sampling rates and increased skewness and kurtosis increasing sampling rates. We then performed the same analyses, but this time relating moment values to participant sampling rates, to confirm that participants would produce some of the same effects as the optimality model. Scatterplots relating moment values to participant sampling rates are shown in Figure 5 and corresponding regression statistics are shown in Table 6. In both studies, lower means and more positive skewness increased the sampling rate, consistent with the results of from the optimality model’s sampling rate. However, participants’ sampling rate did not show any significant results for the moments variance or kurtosis.

Table 5: Single predictor regression analysis of the optimality model’s sampling rate and generating distribution moments. *** \( p < .001 \), ** \( p < .01 \), * \( p < .05 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Moment</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>% variance explained</th>
<th>BF10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>( \beta = -0.014, t(201) = -3.557^{***} )</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>42.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>( \beta = -0.001, t(201) = -8.153^{***} )</td>
<td>24.9%</td>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>( \beta = 0.360, t(201) = 4.793^{***} )</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>( \beta = 0.129, t(201) = 3.178^{**} )</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>13.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>( \beta = -0.012, t(94) = -3.004^{**} )</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>10.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>( \beta = -0.001, t(94) = -4.131^{***} )</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>( \beta = 0.367, t(94) = 4.623^{***} )</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>( \beta = 0.099, t(94) = 3.194^{**} )</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>17.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These effects are in line with previous findings from full information problems using number-based tasks showing greater sampling in scarce environments (i.e., option generating distributions with lower means or more positive skew) (Baumann et al., 2020; Guan & Lee, 2018; Guan et al., 2014). Moreover, we find that mean and skewness values affect the sampling rate of both participants and the optimality model in the same way.

5 Discussion

The two studies described here addressed our pre-registered hypothesis, inspired by the results reported by Furl et al. (2019), that mate choice is a special decision-making domain that provokes an oversampling bias on optimal stopping tasks, and that this oversampling bias may not be observed in other domains (e.g., food, holiday destinations). However,
contrary to our *a priori* expectations, we replicated in both studies that oversampling generalised across three image-based decision-making domains (face, food and holiday destination attractiveness). Therefore, our results were more consistent with a second hypothesis, by which participants might oversample across many diverse image-based domains.

Specifically, we found that while different domains did not lead to qualitatively different biases (oversampling versus undersampling), sampling rates in these domains were increased for positively skewed (i.e., scarce) option generating distributions, consistent with other work using number-based full information tasks (Baumann et al., 2020). What led to
this conclusion was the observation that there were modulations in sampling rate for both agents (participants and model) from domain to domain. For example, both participants and the optimality model sampled more in the faces domain, compared to the food and holiday destination domains, while the faces domain also had the lowest mean and most positively skewed generating distribution (Figures 1 and 3). As such, we suggest that the mean and skewness of the generating distribution could statistically explain variations in sampling behaviour observed for different domains. This conclusion is further supported by our finding that the optimality model’s sampling rate also correlated with the moments in a similar way as those of the participants. In other words, the moments of the generating distribution led to the same domain-related variations in sampling rates for both participants and the model.

One of the main novelties of our approach to optimal stopping problems is that participants generated their own prior distribution of subjective values of attractiveness during a phase 1 rating task. Such a methodological arrangement is advantageous for several reasons, which we describe below.

First, we can use this arrangement to study how participants’ decision strategies respond to natural variability in real-world domains. Our manipulation of decision-making domain effectively provided an experimental manipulation of distribution moments, but using moments that are representative of natural image-based domains. In contrast, artificial exogenous manipulations of price distributions, as used by previous studies (Baumann et al., 2020) may or may not produce distributions of values that resemble the corresponding real-world price distributions.

Second, in many natural domains, for example face attractiveness in mate choice (Furl et al., 2019), there simply does not exist any objective measure of the option values. Our approach can be applied to such real-world scenarios where option values, and consequently

### Table 6: Single predictor regression analysis of the participants’ sampling rate and generating distribution moments. *** $p < .001$, ** $p < .01$, * $p < .05$.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Moment</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>% variance explained</th>
<th>BF10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>$\beta = -0.030, t(201) = -4.926***$</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>$\beta = -0.0005, t(201) = -1.694$</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>$\beta = 0.523, t(201) = 4.332***$</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>$\beta = -0.013, t(201) = -0.303$</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>$\beta = -0.024, t(94) = -2.923**$</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>8.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>$\beta = -0.0008, t(94) = -1.761$</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>$\beta = 0.542, t(94) = 3.191**$</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>$\beta = 0.068, t(94) = 1.029$</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
options’ ranks, can be assigned subjectively using phase 1 ratings. As more researchers investigate sampling behaviour on optimal stopping tasks using images rather than numbers, our way of specifying the mean and variance of the generating distribution might yet be the best option. After all, using only images requires the researcher to obtain the option values separately for each individual, as the value of these kind of complex, naturalistic stimuli often cannot be objectively defined (Trendl et al., 2021).

Third, our phase 1 rating task in some ways resembles real-world a priori learning of the distributions that might generate the option values for a specific decision. Many previous studies have attempted to compute optimality measures based on an approximation of participants’ perceived option generating distribution. For example, Some studies (e.g., Costa & Averbeck, 2015; Cardinale et al., 2021) assumed participants used real-world values as their generating distribution and so offered them options sampled from real-world markets to conform with participants’ presumed pre-existing prior. Other studies attempted to teach participants artificially-created generating distributions, either through verbal descriptions using statistical terminology, graphs of the probability densities of statistical distributions (Baumann et al., 2020; Lee & Courey, 2020), enriched feedback or financial rewards (Campbell & Lee, 2006), or through repeated interactions with the sequences of options (Goldstein et al., 2020). As discussed above, these kinds of learning schemes might be best-suited to research scenarios where the rank of an option within its sequence can be computed directly from the objective (numerical) values. However, these learning schemes may not always be representative of real-life distribution learning, which occurs through repeated interaction with many samples from the generating distribution, often at random, prior to the decision problem. For example, people generally learn the facial attractiveness distribution of mate choice options through their visual experience of faces. Similarly, we learn the distribution of food option values at restaurants based on our prior experience at restaurants. Neither of these naturalistic examples involves visual inspection or statistical interpretation of a probability density graph. Our procedure (i.e., experiencing distribution samples during the phase 1 rating task and when sampling options during phase 2) resembles real-world distribution learning, at least in the sense that participants learn through sequential experience of samples from the generating distribution.

Fourth, our phase 1 rating task ensures not only that participants are exposed to and have the opportunity to learn the a priori distribution that generates the option values (a defining feature of full-information problems), but also gives researchers an opportunity to programme the optimality model using participants’ personalised subjective values, which may vary from participant to participant. Here, we consider the possibility that our approach of measuring subjective option values in a separate phase might even benefit studies of domains where objectively-measurable value distributions are already available, such that of prices. This is because a participant’s subjective valuation of a stimulus such as a number (e.g., a price), may not necessarily equal the number’s objective value, as displayed on an exogenous statistical distribution provided by the researcher to a participant. For example,
a participant might subjectively valuate a sizeable difference between £0 and £10 but a negligible difference between £1000 and £1010 and then act on this subjective valuation (rather than the objective price) when making decisions. This distinction would be relevant for full information problems, where the absolute option value (rather than its relative rank) is needed to solve the decision problem. Even further, the style with which participants valuate numbers or other stimuli is likely subject to individual differences (e.g., perhaps participants from different socioeconomic backgrounds evaluate the same prices differently). Methods that attempt to teach participants generating distributions using mathematical representations cannot account for such factors. In sum, participants’ subjective evaluations of prices might be differently distributed than the raw price values and, further, there might be individual differences in how participants evaluate prices. Our approach of using subjective instead of objective values when programming optimality models could account for these subjective factors. In contrast, studies that use only objectively-measured price distributions might be implementing optimality models that optimise a different quantity than participants, who instead might attempt to optimise the subjective values of their choices. However, further research will be necessary to determine how subjective and objective value distributions might differ in natural domains and which better represent the quantity that participants truly attempt to optimise when solving optimal stopping problems.

Here, we go beyond artificial experimental environments and show that natural image domains for realistic decision problems have variations in distribution shape that can affect sampling rate. Our findings also go beyond those of previous studies which have mainly focused on altering the skewness of the generating distribution and neglected to investigate other distribution moments. In fact, upon closer investigation of the distributions used by Baumann et al. (2020) in Experiment 2 we found that the distributions did not just differ in skewness, but in mean, variance and kurtosis as well. As we found that participants’ sampling rate could be predicted by both the mean and skewness of the generating distribution, we believe that no conclusive claims can be made solely regarding the relationship between the skewness of the generating distribution and sampling behaviour.

At this point, one might speculate that there exists an unknown individual difference variable, which could dispose some individuals, who tend to evaluate options in a positively-skewed way, to sample more as well. Although as yet there is no evidence for such a disposition, and we cannot know at this time the nature or identity of such a hypothetical disposition, its discovery would have important implications for predicting real-world decisions. That is, participants’ decision patterns should be predictable from how they subjectively evaluate options. Although this explanation might be tempting, it is more likely that the link between the moments of the generating distribution and participants’ sampling rate arises because of computational mechanisms involved inherently in solving optimal stopping problems. Indeed, we found that moment values produced similar sampling effects in our optimality model (Figure 6) as they did for the participants (Figure 5), even though the model has no individual disposition to sample more or less, and merely computes the solution to the
optimal stopping problem. Moreover, we observe that the relationship between sampling rate and distribution moments does not hold for participants in general, but depends on which domain a participant was assigned to. For example, the participants who sampled the most were the ones in the positively skewed male face domain (see Figure 5).

To conclude, this paper provides novel insights into human sampling behaviour by directly comparing decision biases across three image-based decision making domains. Our studies support earlier findings on the facial attractiveness task, showing that participants oversample compared to an optimality model. Results for the decision-making domains food and holiday destinations also revealed an oversampling bias in participants. Additionally, and perhaps most importantly, we found evidence that sampling biases can be predicted by the mean and skewness of the underlying distribution of domain-specific option values.
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S1 Filenames corresponding to food images

0001, 0002, 0004, 0007, 0009, 0010, 0016, 0022, 0025, 0032, 0044, 0049, 0053, 0054, 0057, 0061, 0072, 0080, 0089, 0095, 0101, 0104, 0110, 0113, 0123, 0143, 0145, 0150, 0153, 0157, 0166, 0167, 0175, 0176, 0192, 0194, 0198, 0199, 0200, 0201, 0206, 0222, 0227, 0233, 0244, 0248, 0249, 0250, 0251, 0255, 0256, 0258, 0259, 0269, 0278, 0279, 0280, 0281, 0282, 0283, 0285, 0298, 0311, 0313, 0317, 0319, 0321, 0323, 0338, 0347, 0350, 0375, 0434, 0491, 0507, 0512, 0557, 0563, 0567, 0569, 0581, 0602, 0631, 0654, 0662, 0741, 0770, 0810, 0894, 0896

S2 Attention check Study 1

We decided to add an attention check to phase one of Study 1 to compensate for the unsupervised nature of online data collection. Each attention check comprised two screens that were shown one after the other. Attention checks showed up at nine random points (5% of the total of 180 images) throughout phase one. This totals 18 attention checks (nine time points x two screens). Each attention check screen showed a cross (either black or red), a ‘next’ button, and the text “press ‘next’ when the cross disappears”. The cross disappeared at a random time interval between one and five seconds. The ‘next’ button was active the whole time. Reaction times for pressing the ‘next’ button were recorded for both screens, that is, for both the black and the red cross. Before data analysis, participants’ response time for pressing the ‘next’ button was compared to the actual time interval before the cross disappeared (cross display time). If participants were paying attention, they would not press the ‘next’ button as soon as it appeared, but would instead read the text and respond only after the cross had disappeared. Thus, if participants’ response time exceeded the cross display time, they passed the attention check.

S2.1 Outlier removal Study 1

Although restrictions were set in Prolific to collect only 75 participants per domain, upon inspection of the data, we discovered that 76 participants were recruited in the food domain. As no duplicate IDs were found, we included all 76 participants in the data analysis. Also of
note is that one participant’s self-reported age was 16 (faces domain) and one participant’s self-reported age was 36 (food domain), despite the enrolment restrictions set beforehand on Prolific. Considering that neither age required ethical reconsideration under British Psychological Society guidelines, we decided to include both participants in the analyses. To control for task incongruent behaviour, we preregistered that all data points (i.e., mean number of samples and mean rank for each participant) had to be within 2.5 SD of each condition mean. We found three data points violating this assumption: one in the faces domain (in the rank of the chosen face), and two in the food domain (in the number of samples). These data points were thus excluded from the data analysis. If participants failed > 25% of the attention checks (i.e., more than five) they were also excluded from the data analysis. Using this measure, another 18 participants were excluded (seven in the faces domain, four in the food domain, and seven in the holiday destinations domain).

S2.2 Outlier removal Study 2

One data point in the faces domain, for the mean number of samples, was excluded because it was > 2.5 SD from the condition mean.

Table S1: Demographic statistics for each of the three domains: faces, food and holiday destinations. *One participant did not provide a valid response to this demographics question.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Faces (N = 68)</th>
<th>Food (N = 72)</th>
<th>Holiday Destinations (N = 68)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>26.43 (4.869)</td>
<td>25.53 (5.259)</td>
<td>27.13 (4.597)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nationality</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table S2:** Demographic statistics for Study 2, for each of the three domains: faces, food and holiday destinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Faces (N = 32)</th>
<th>Food (N = 28)</th>
<th>Holiday Destinations (N = 36)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>28.13 (14.89)</td>
<td>35.68 (18.23)</td>
<td>28.22 (15.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>